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Birthday Balloons  
Supplies:  Patterned Party & Itty Bitty Banner stamp sets; Basic Black, 
Real Red & Whisper White CS; Summer Smooches DSP; Bitty Banners 
framelits; markers in Basic Black, Real Red, Daffodil Delight, Tempting 
Turquoise, Old Olive & Rich Razzleberry. 
 
Begin with a standard top-fold card base in Basic Black.  On 2 ¼” x 3 ½” 
piece of white, ink up balloons image using markers, as shown, and 
stamp so that balloon strings run off bottom edge of paper.   
Assemble layers:  Real Red at 4” x 5 ¼”, then black at 3 3/8” x 4 5/8”, DSP 
at 4 ½” x 3 ¼”, then black again at 2 3/8” by 3 5/8”.  Adhere balloons to 
card front, top layer.  Glue all layers to card front. 
Next, lay your envelope and a 3 ¼” x 4 ½” piece of white in front of you.  
Use markers to ink up presents image (see sample) and stamp onto 
lower right front of envelope, then again on white cardstock without re-
inking.  Adhere “stamped-off” image page to inside of card. 
Next, stamp sentiment in black onto white scrap and cut out using Bitty 
Banner framelit, or with scissors.  Using red marker, color in border 
around sentiment.  Pop dot to front of card as shown. 
 
 

 
Cupcake Birthday 

Supplies:  Create A Cupcake stamp set; Bravo 
Burgundy, Pink Pirouette, Very Vanilla & So Saffron 

CS; Parisian Summer DSP (retired); Crumb Cake, 
Bravo Burgundy, Pink Pirouette & Always Artichoke 

inks; 2 ½” Circle, 1 5/8” Circle & Cupcake Builder 
punches, plus a Square punch to “flag” the paper; 

Square Lattice embossing folder; self-adhesive 
Rhinestones. 

 
Begin with a standard landscape top-fold card base 
in Bravo Burgundy.  Adhere the paper shapes to a 5 

¼” x 4” piece of Pink Pirouette.  In order:  the 
embossed Very Vanilla Circle, then the So Saffron 

DSP horizontally across, then the flowered DSP 
“flag.”  Stamp the sentiment in Bravo Burgundy 

onto the So Saffron CS piece, and adhere in position 
as shown. 

Stamp the cupcake base in Crumb Cake onto vanilla 
scrap, and the topper in pink.  Punch out both using 

the punch.  Using markers to ink up, stamp the flower image onto scrap and cut out.  Adhere cupcake pieces as 
shown onto burgundy circle, and pop dot in place.  Finish by adding self-adhesive rhinestones as shown, including 

smallest one to flower center. 
 

Adhere DSP strip to envelop flap (putting the glue onto the FLAP, not the DSP) and trim. 
 



Rainbow Recover Rapidly 
Supplies:  Patterned Occasions stamp set; Not Quite Navy, River 
Rock & Whisper White CS, plus scrap in Real Red, Tangerine Tango, 
Daffodil Delight, Lucky Limeade, Not Quite Navy & Rich Razzleberry 
for hearts; River Rock ink, plus Not Quite Navy marker for 
sentiment; Small Heart punch. 
 
Begin with a standard card base in Not Quite Navy, with River Rock 
layer at 5 ¼” x 4”, and Whisper White layer at 5” x 3 ¾”. 
First,  stamp image onto white scrap 6 times in River Rock.  Cut out 
all the band-aids.  Using tape to mask over the sentiment, also 
randomly stamp onto envelop flap as shown. 
Next, use navy marker to ink up sentiment, mask off image with 
tape, and stamp onto white layer as shown.  Use Stamp-A-Ma-Jig if 
needed. 
Pop dot the band-aids in a column over the sentiment as shown.  
Punch out hearts in all 6 colors from scrap, and adhere over band-
aids.  Adhere white layer to card front. 
 
 

 
Get Well Hydrangea 

Supplies:  Best of Flowers, Perfectly Penned & Bloomin’ 
Marvelous stamp sets; Certainly Celery, Perfect Plum & 

Very Vanilla CS; First Edition DSP; ¼” grosgrain in Certainly 
Celery; Keytag, Decorative Label & Bitty Butterfly punches; 

Certainly Celery & Perfect Plum inks; self-adhesive 
Rhinestones. 

 
Begin with a standard card base in Certainly Celery.  Adhere 

1” strip of Perfect Plum to center of newsprint DSP 
horizontally as shown.  Wrap longer ribbon piece around 

center of band, adhering with tape runner.  Adhere all 
these layers to card base. 

Next, stamp flower image in black onto 2 ½” x 3” piece of 
vanilla, then re-ink and stamp lower right envelope front.  

Using aqua painters and ink pads, color in card image, 
adhere to plum CS layer, and pop dot at an angle as shown 

onto card front.  Tie smaller piece of ribbon to card band, 
also as shown. 

Stamp sentiment in black onto vanilla scrap, punch with Key 
Tag punch, and layer over Decorative Label shape.  Pop dot 

at lower right as shown. 
Add purple rhinestones at upper left as shown. 

Stamp butterfly in plum onto scrap, punch out and crease 
slightly down center.  Adhere over flower as shown. 


